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Abstract
The Arctic Beans project is investigating the area of “Configurable and Reconfigurable Enterprise Component Architectures”. The general aim of this research
is to develop more open and flexible middleware technologies, focusing on enterprise (or server-side) component architecture (such as Enterprise JavaBeans or the
CORBA Component Model). The great benefit of such technologies is that they encourage re-use of components developed by third-party suppliers, and also manage
distribution implicitly through the concept of a container. This works well for a significant number of application domains. However, there is increasing evidence that
there are problems with this approach as the technology is applied in other areas (e.g.
in mobile computing). The reason for this is that enterprise component architectures
tend to enforce a certain style of distribution management in terms of, for example,
the approach to persistence, security, and transactions, or the general model of interaction implied by the approach. We seek a more flexible technology that allows such
elements to be configured at installation time, and re-configured at run-time.
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Introduction

Middleware has emerged as an important architectural component in modern distributed
systems. The role of middleware is to offer a high-level, platform-independent programming model to users, and to mask out problems of distribution. Examples of key middleware platforms include CORBA, DCOM, and the Java-based series of technologies (RMI,
JINI, etc). Traditionally, such platforms have been deployed (with considerable success)
in application domains such as banking and finance as a means of tackling problems of
heterogeneity, and also supporting the integration of legacy systems. However, more recently, middleware technologies have been applied in a wider range of areas including
safety critical or real-time systems, embedded systems, telecommunications, mobile and
ubiquitous systems, the computational GRID, etc. Unfortunately, as this diversification
proceeds, it is becoming ever more apparent that the middleware technologies mentioned
above are not able to support such a diversity of application domains. The main reason
for this is the black box philosophy adopted by existing platforms. In particular, existing
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middleware platforms offer a fixed service to their users, and it is not possible to view or
alter the implementation of this service, i.e. they are closed systems. Inevitably, the platform architecture represents a compromise featuring, e.g. general- purpose protocols and
associated management strategies. It is then not possible to configure platforms to meet
the needs of more specific domains. Similarly, it is not possible to re-configure platforms
at run-time as, for example, the underlying environmental conditions fluctuate. Equally,
it is difficult to evolve such architectures in the longer-term to meet new application requirements.
This problem is particularly evident in emerging enterprise (or server-side) component
architectures (such as Enterprise JavaBeans or the CORBA Component Model). Such architectures provide implicit support for distribution through the concept of a container.
The main problem with this approach is that distribution management tends to be hidden
from the developer, apart from through a series of configuration parameters. There is increasing evidence that this is not sufficient for modern distributed applications. The Arctic
Beans project is tackling this problem, with the overall aim of developing a more open
and flexible enterprise component architecture with intrinsic support for configuration,
re-configuration and evolution. We expand on this analysis below.
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Related work

2.1 Flexibility and middleware
As mentioned above, existing middleware is generally rather inflexible. Middleware designers are aware of this problem and have responded accordingly. For example, the
OMG have introduced specifications including Real-time CORBA and Minimal CORBA
[1]. These are however specific solutions for specific domains and are by no means
generic. Portable Interceptors [2] enable the customisation of CORBA by allowing the
interception of invocations/replies via pre- or post-processing, and also the interception
of IOR creation. This is a useful but limited mechanism: it is not possible to add interceptors at arbitrary points in the ORB implementation, and there is no native support for
structured composition or for the dynamic installation of interceptors. The other notable
customisation feature is the use of policy objects [1], which allow control over particular internal services of the ORB, e.g. the POA, asynchronous messaging and security.
However, once policies are installed, the set of potential policies are fixed, thus not fully
supporting adaptation. Other standards and platforms offer similar degrees of flexibility, e.g. custom marshalling in COM [3], interception in COM+ [4] and dynamic proxies
in Java [5]. However, they all suffer from similar problems as above. In general, such
mechanisms can be viewed as ad-hoc and incomplete and insufficient to meet the considerable demands of next generation, distributed applications. Consequently, a number
of researchers are experimenting with the more principled approach of reflective middleware. We examine this emerging area below.

2.2 Reflective middleware
Reflection has been deployed successfully in areas such as programming languages and
operating systems, and is now increasingly being applied to middleware. The key to the
approach is to offer a meta-interface, or meta-object protocol (MOP), supporting access
to the underlying virtual machine. This MOP provides operations to inspect the internal

details of a platform (introspection). By exposing the underlying implementation, it is
also possible to insert behaviour to monitor the implementation, e.g. quality of service
monitors [6]. The MOP also typically provides operations to alter the underlying middleware (adaptation). Examples include changing the implementation of the underlying
transport protocol to operate over a wireless link or inserting a filter to reduce the bandwidth requirements of a media stream.
More generally, middleware platforms typically offer two (complementary) styles of
reflection, structural and behavioural reflection. Structural reflection is concerned with
the underlying structure of objects, e.g. in terms of the set of interfaces supported (c.f.
introspection Java [5]). More advanced options include support for adaptation of the behaviour of objects or architectural reflection [7]. In the latter approach, the MOP provides
access to the architecture of the system, e.g. in terms of components and connectors. Behavioural reflection is concerned with activity in the underlying system, e.g. in terms of
the arrival of invocations. Typical mechanisms provided include the use of interceptors
(as found in CORBA) or dynamic proxies in Java [5]. Some research has also been carried
out on providing access to underlying resources and associated resource management [8].

2.3 Component technologies
Recently, a range of component-based middleware technologies have emerged. According
to Szyperski [9], a component is defined as “a unit of composition with contractually
specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies only”. In addition, he states that
a component “can be deployed independently and is subject to third-party composition”.
A key part of this definition is the emphasis on composition; component technologies
rely heavily on composition rather than inheritance for the construction of applications,
thus avoiding the fragile base class problem (and the subsequent difficulties in terms of
system evolution). To support third party composition, they also introduce more explicit
contracts in terms of both provided and required interfaces. The overall aim is to reduce
time to market for new services through the emphasis on programming by assembly rather
than software development (c.f. manufacturing vs engineering).
In terms of middleware, most emphasis has been given to enterprise (or server-side)
component technologies, including Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) and the CORBA Component Model (CCM). In such enterprise technologies, components execute within a container, which provides implicit support for distribution, in terms of support for transactions, security, persistence, location transparency and resource management. This offers
an important separation of concerns in the development of business applications, i.e. the
application programmer can focus on the development and potential re-use of components to provide the necessary business logic, and a more “distribution-aware” developer
can then provide a container with the necessary non-functional properties. As well as support for distribution, containers also provide additional functionality including life-cycle
management and component discovery.
Crucially, available enterprise component models and containers (servers) only provide limited and pre-selected set of ways to configure and customise the behaviour of the
components and their environment (i.e. their containers). In addition, such customisation
is done at deploy time (when the component is installed in its container). This makes the
enterprise component model too static and not feasible for a wide range of applications
with more flexible needs. For instance, most containers provide access control based on
access control lists (ACL) with authenticated users where users are authenticated with

passwords. This model might not fit specific applications based on a different security
model or a different security technology (e.g. authentication based on public and private
key pairs).
Based on this analysis, we contend that enterprise component technologies suffer from
precisely the same problems as encountered in the previous generation of middleware
technologies, and require more sophisticated support for configurability, re-configurability
and evolution. We further contend that they can benefit greatly from the application of reflection to their architectures. This is precisely the aim of the Arctic Beans project, i.e. to
develop a more open and flexible enterprise component architecture through the application of reflection.
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The Arctic Beans Project

3.1 Overall Aims
The primary aim of Arctic Beans is to provide a more open and flexible enterprise component technology, with intrinsic support for configurability, re-configurability and evolution. The Arctic Beans project focuses on the security and transaction services and
how to adapt these services according to the application needs and its environment. The
main application domain is that of mobile computing as this presents a number of major challenges for enterprise architectures. However, other non-functional properties and
application domains are addressed to demonstrate the generality of the approach.
More specifically, Arctic Beans has the following objectives: (i) to design, implement
and evaluate an enterprise component technology based on the concept of containers but
with the capability to configure a container at installation time, and to monitor and reconfigure this container at run-time; (ii) to develop an associated meta-architecture for
containers, featuring support for structural and behavioural reflection, in order to support
the necessary level of openness as discussed above; (iii) to develop flexible models of
security and transactions within the overall architecture with the goal of supporting a
range of applications from large scale business applications to mobile applications; and
(iv) to develop and extensively publicise a well-defined and complete meta-object protocol (MOP) for enterprise architectures with a view to influencing the next generation of
standards and platforms.

3.2 Architecture
In the current phase, an initial version of the architecture is being defined and a corresponding prototype implemented. This architecture adopts a fairly classical approach to
composing non-functional properties, i.e. the use of a range of interceptors [2] (c.f. composition filters [10]). This approach is not entirely novel, as a number of researchers
have experimented with the use of interceptors for the implementation of non-functional
concerns [11, 12], but this work will provide us with strong experience of using such
architectures. The work requires the definition of a MOP providing access to this filter
based structure. Currently, the reflective component technology developed at Lancaster
[13] is being extended to experiment with this classical approach.
In the next phase the architecture will be extended in a number of key ways. Firstly,
a more comprehensive MOP will be defined featuring both structural and behavioural reflection (incorporating a level of control over resource usage and management). Secondly,

a more sophisticated approach will be developed for the container architecture. In particular, we will also focus on the key issue of interactions between non-functional services.
During adaptation, it is necessary to understand the possible interactions between the existing and new services. Some interactions may be unwanted and introduce errors into the
system, e.g. caching interfering with the desire for privacy; others may be beneficial, e.g.
being able to tentatively start a transaction while authentication is being carried out. To
accommodate this, we will introduce an integration manager into our architecture to create a clear separation of concerns between non- functional services and their coordination
(this separation does not exist with interception). This manager will have the task of coordinating the execution of non-functional services, preventing unwanted interactions and
exploiting beneficial interactions. Investigations will also be carried out into the related
concept of execution monitors recently developed at École des Mines de Nantes [14], and
also of the general areas of coordination and software architecture [15] (w.r.t. input on
separation of concerns) and feature interaction [16] (w.r.t. input on studies of interaction
problems).

3.3 Security
When security is designed into a distributed system, public-key encryption is used more
often than not. In the context of flexible distributed systems, three problems are paramount.
Firstly, the use of public-key encryption makes digital signatures available, and thus ensures that access to the system (i.e. login) can be done in an orderly fashion. In particular,
if the user has asserted that he will protect the secret part of the key (pair), digital signatures on login certificates can be used as evidence [17]. However, if security is built on
the use of public keys, it is hard, if not impossible, to “downgrade” (parts of) the system
to use other security technologies such as passwords for authentication. Secondly, it is
prudent to design the system in such a manner that effective revocation is possible. The
only reasonable way to implement revocation is by assuming (or creating) an on-line infrastructure where keys and certificates can be verified in real time (often called a public
key infrastructure or PKI). When the system requires access to a PKI, off-line use of (parts
of) the system becomes impossible. That is, even when the user has provided the necessary credentials, he might find himself being denied access. Thirdly, because a public
key cannot be memorised, being identified by a public key implies that either a smartcard
holding the key, or some other trusted computer, is at hand in order for the user to access
the system. In particular, access to the system in an ad-hoc manner becomes impossible.
These three issues clearly demonstrate that a distributed infrastructure cannot be built to
rely on public-key encryption alone. Instead, the security infrastructure must be designed
around a language, in which system owners, and users alike, can describe their demands
on authentication, on authorisation, delegation, and so on [18, 19]. Currently the most
suitable candidate for such a language seems to be SPKI [20].
In the Arctic Beans project we try to implement an infrastructure where security can
be programmed, rather than being fixed, with applications left to adhere to the design
chosen.

3.4 Transactions
The Arctic Beans project includes flexible distributed transaction processing mechanisms
and integrate these in the core architecture. In our ongoing work these mechanisms will be

based on the principle of reflection and therefore a clearly defined meta-transaction model.
More specifically, distributed transaction processing consists of three types of activities,
namely concurrency control, recovery and overall transaction management. The primary
focus of this work is transaction management in the distributed setting. The mechanisms
are integrated in the core architecture and interact with other non-functional aspects such
as security.
Overall transaction management, is concerned with controlling transaction executions
over a number of participating servers so that overall transaction properties are guaranteed.
Transaction managers often use the two-phase commit protocol to guarantee atomicity.
This protocol represents a fixed service with an explicit policy that makes it a blocking
protocol where every part of the transaction must be successfully executed in order to
commit. Three-phase commit is an alternative protocol, that also represents a fixed service
but with a slightly different policy. The policy of three-phase commit determines it to be
a non-blocking protocol that also has the all or nothing execution property. Transaction
managers are choosing one protocol with an explicit policy, and there are no possibilities
for configurating or re-configurating the policy according to application or environmental
needs. So, dynamically choosing between for instance a blocking and a non-blocking
approach or dynamically introducing new execution properties are not possible.
The introduction of new application areas have caused the original ACID transaction
properties to be questioned. Several research groups have provided mechanisms that relax
these properties, and introduce for instance a semantic atomicity property. Much of this
work is summarised in [21]. However, these new mechanisms also have the shortcoming
of representing a fixed service with an explicit, but possibly more flexible policy. Even
though the mechanisms may be more flexible and allow different properties, they do not
allow configuration and re-configuration of the overall policy.
We are currently investigating how to implement an infrastructure where transaction processing can be programmed, rather then being fixed. We try to define a metatransaction model with generic primitives for different transactional behaviour, and with
support for configurable and re-configurable transaction execution policy. The policy together with the generic properties determine the mechanism controlling the transaction
execution. The meta-transaction model is initially based on available research results,
such as [22] and [23], that have been used to specify, reason about and implement different extended transaction models.
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Conclusion

The Arctic Beans project aims at developing open and flexible enterprise component architecture supporting configuration, re-configuration and evolution. The goal is to provide
an architecture that addresses the problems and limitations of closed middleware platforms offering fixed services to the users. The project focuses of three important aspects;
to develop a meta-architecture for containers, and to develop flexible models for security
and transactions. The initial work done on the Arctic Beans architecture is promising
regarding flexible security and transaction mechanisms.
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